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O - German BRS Baby Diaper Machines new in Vietnam whole Asean 
Dipl.-Ing. Alex Narr Productionservice-Vietnam, 30.1.2015 
 
Dipl.-Ing. Bodo Ruhle of BRS Hygiene Germany has since 2009 significantly improved 
developing, manufacturing and cost of baby diaper production. 
Buyers have thus no longer "just" a choice between a sophisticated high-priced baby diaper 
production plant from US or Europe for $ 6 million, as well as a cheap manufacturing plant from 
China, or South America for $ 300,000. But can get now also a mature quality system from 
Germany, namely, the budget alternative of BRS. 
Before the purchase of a new plant gives BRS comprehensive advice at the right machine 
configuration. BRS accompanied to the complete machinery relocation / export with the 
construction and commissioning and training to the first diaper local production. A baby diaper 
production lets itself gradually extended to a production of incontinence products, bed pads, 
wipes, napkins and feminine hygiene. As newcomers usually have only one production line they 
have to change the product sizes several times weekly. BRS systems are therefore already very 
quickly adjustable to different product sizes. 
The selected BRS www.brs-hygiene-solutions.de baby diaper production are configured in Linthe 
near Berlin, developed with quality control and electronic components from SIEMENS and 
NORDSON Germany. LIDA Switzerland. FIFE France. DANFOSS Denmark and USA OSPREY 
equipted. Each BRS system is manufactured according to German quality standards and 
production supervision of an engineering company in China. Therefore results the difference in 
price compared to other quality equipment from USA & Europe. BRS checks each plant 
according to German quality standards in individual acceptance after it has been prepared 
according to German TÜV standards. Behind it all is Dipl.-Ing. Bodo Ruhle, formed as CE - 
Coordinator at TÜV SÜD in Germany. 
Usual cheap equipment from China and South America are therefore not comparable. 
Since 2009 supplies and serviced BRS production machinery and equipment for any size diaper, 
incontinence, bed pads, wipes, napkins and feminine hygiene in Germany. Exported to Poland, 
the Baltic States, Morocco, Kuwait, Egypt and South Africa. 
BRS will now also in Vietnam, Singapore, Brunei, Malaysia, Thailand, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar 
on the market. There too build up the sales and service of its production machinery and 
equipment. 
It is interesting to cooperate with BRS for regional diaper manufacturers, importers of hygiene 
products, retail chains, supermarkets and even for mechanical engineers. Also dealers who sell 
successfully foreign hygiene products but want to switch to a more lucrative self-production. 
Interesting for investors who want to reorient themselves in the hygiene market consumption. 
Dipl.-Ing. Alex Narr of Productionservice Vietnam in Ho Chi Minh City is entering the market for 
us in Asean on the spot: www.produktionsservice-vietnam.com 


